My wife found this image on the Internet; you will, of course, recognize that the photograph of Darwin has
been Photoshopped! I like the image because it alludes to Darwin’s ideas on human evolution. The topic of
human origins, and human evolution remains central to my interest in Darwin and collecting, as it has evolved
over my lifetime.
Reflecting upon my evolution as a collector, and my long experience buying and selling rare books, manuscripts, and related prints and material by Darwin and his contemporaries, has caused me to recollect about the
beginning of my collecting experience over 55 years ago. I began collecting Darwin and the theory of evolution as a teenager, and even though I entered the rare book and manuscript business when I was 19, and have
worked in that field ever since, I have always been as much a collector as a dealer. After 52 years in the trade, my
interests have increasingly turned to collecting and writing about rare books and manuscripts, more than the
process of selling per se. However, I am still very much in business: We just issued our 58th catalogue electronically, and finished exhibiting at the Oakland Antiquarian Book Fair on Sunday.
Besides continuing to buy and sell rare books and manuscripts, including the occasional rare Darwin item, and
writing about the collections, about five years ago I began donating collections that I have formed. My aviation and aerospace library of two or three thousand items is going to The Huntington Library in San Marino,
California in annual installments, and last year I also donated my much smaller Guglielmo Libri collection to
The Grolier Club in New York.
Having collected books and manuscripts since I was around 15 years old, I believe that collections, whether
they be of books or manuscripts, or art, or antiques, or what have you, often start with one significant purchase,
or one book, or one group of books. In reviewing a collection once it has reached sufficient size to be called
a collection rather than a small group, it is interesting to figure out how that first book or purchase inspired
the collector to build a significant collection on a subject or author. Since my teens I have made collections on
Darwin and evolution in the nineteenth century, on the history of computing, networking and telecommunications, on the history of molecular biology, on the history of aviation and aerospace, on the discovery of human
origins, on the mathematician, paleographer and book thief Guglielmo Libri, and on the development of mass
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media in the nineteenth century. And, if pressed one could also find some other smaller collections of books and
art around my house, such as botanical prints from Thornton’s Temple of Flora, native American art, the prints
and gouaches on imaginary libraries by Eric Desmazieres, designer bindings by Michael Wilcox, early maps, and
landmarks in the history of information, photographic classics, etc. Besides building my own collections, I have
worked with countless private collectors and institutions helping them build or add to private and institutional
collections, and I have done hundreds of appraisals of collections and archives donated to institutional libraries.
One could reasonably say that I have collected my way through life, and that much of what I know about many
subjects has come through the process of collecting books and data, and writing about books and manuscripts
and other historical documents that I have collected. Indeed, I regard the process of writing history as a kind of
collecting. The historian first collects information and then analyzes it and produces an historical narrative built
from the information collected. Besides writing a few books and bibliographies, I am now
working on my online bibliography www.HistoryofMedicineandBiology.com, which currently
includes nearly 11,000 annotated entries by over
8600 authors and is indexed to over 800 subjects.
It includes a considerable section on Darwin
and evolution (see illustration at top left). The
project, which is the current iteration of a bibliography that originated in 1915, is my effort
to document historically significant sources in
Western languages on the history of medicine
worldwide, from the earliest records to the near
present. It is admittedly an ambitious project, but
seems achievable, given sufficient time.
This project and my other non-commercial
websites, www.HistoryofInformation.com (see
illustration at bottom left) and www.Bookhistory.net,
I regard as a process of collecting and documenting
information on some of the wide range of historical
subjects with which I am occupied. The process of
writing these websites and offering them as a public
service, is an ongoing process of self-education.
These days I mainly deal to support my habit, so to
speak. Though I no longer remember what my first
rare book by Darwin was, as I acquired it at least 55
years ago, it was presumably one of the minor first
editions. I do recall the profound impression that
reading Darwin’s Century by the anthropologist and
historian of science Loren Eiseley had on me when I
read it in 1958 or 1959. This semi-popular and beautifully written book told the story of the revolution
in biological theory that occurred, with Darwin at its
center, roughly from the beginning to the end of the
nineteenth century. The bibliography of works cited
by Eiseley as sources for his book, including works
by Thomas Robert Malthus, Thomas Henry Huxley,
Charles Lyell, William Dalton Hooker, Richard Owen,
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Alfred Russel Wallace, as well as Darwin, became the foundation of my collecting ambitions in this field, and
we might say this was the book that made me into a collector of books by Darwin and the theory of evolution.
As the son of a confirmed and intense book collector, I was encouraged by my father to start collecting early,
and I started to buy minor first editions of Darwin and Wallace and other evolutionists, plus their opponents, in
my teens. The cost of these books was a tiny fraction then of what it is today, in some cases only about 1% of
present costs, so with some financial help from my father, and funds that I received when I was 18, it was possible for me to build a quite respectable collection by the time I was in my early 20s for what would be considered an exceptionally modest overall cost today—much less than the current value of a single fine copy of the
first edition of On the Origin of Species.
I spent a first year at college back east but had little sense of direction at the time, and at the age of 19 decided
to drop out and return home. When I dropped out I had no plans for a career, but this changed when my
father received a diagnosis of polyps in the intestinal tract. In those days, there was no gastroscopy and they
didn’t have the miniature tools to remove polyps through the endoscope, as is so often done today; it was
necessary to cut into the gut, and complications of that surgery were common. My father, having survived two
cases of polio including Bulbar paralysis which was nearly always fatal, was never in great health, and was always
pessimistic about his life expectancy. Bearing this in mind, my father thought that I should get a job, especially
in case he did not survive his surgery, or it turned out that he had cancer. So, as a favor to my father, Warren
Howell hired me as the assistant to his packing clerk at John Howell—Books in San Francisco. My starting
salary was the minimum wage, then $1.10 per hour. Little did I know that this entry level job, which initially
involved climbing up on high ladders to dust books as well as wrapping packages, would be the beginning of a
career.
Fortunately, my father survived his surgery, and despite his always questionable health, lived until the age of
83. And, because I was working at Howell’s store, my father felt inclined to visit the shop more often, with the
inevitable result, I guess, that he bought more from Howell, and because he increasingly visited the shop on
Saturdays when I was working there, and business tended to be quiet, eventually the two men became very
close friends.
Once I had a job at Howell’s store my interest in book collecting and book dealing increased. For five and
a half years, from the age of 19 to 25, I worked at John Howell-Books, for a year and half full-time and four
years part-time while I went back to college at U. C. Berkeley, eventually graduating with a degree in history
concentrating on the history of science. While at Berkeley I focused on the history of biology because of my
preoccupation with the history of evolution, and continued to collect books and the occasional manuscript by
Charles Darwin and other players in the 19th century drama, both in support of and in opposition to the theory
of evolution by natural selection.
By the time I graduated from college I was determined to go into the rare book and manuscript business rather
than continue my studies in graduate school. Had I gone to graduate school I think I would focused on the
history of biology, and might have pursued an academic career. Warren Howell offered me a partnership in his
business, which I politely declined, as even though Warren and I always got along well, I was determined to go
into business for myself. An argument that I made to Warren was that, considering our age difference was more
than 30 years, even if I worked with him I would eventually be in business for myself anyway, and I preferred to
take the risks when I was young and unencumbered with a wife and children. At least that was the argument I
made to him; truth was I was of a particularly independent frame of mind, didn’t want to remain in school, and
wanted to be my own boss then, rather than later.
Memory is clouded after nearly 50 years so it is helpful to have my bookseller’s catalogues for reference. In
1971, at the age of 26,I issued my first catalogue, shortly after I opened my first office in second floor space next
door to Warren Howell’s Union Square bookshop. Diplomatically, I dedicated my first catalogue to my father,
“who inspired and encouraged my love of books, and for Warren R. Howell, from whom I was fortunate to
learn the antiquarian book trade.”
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It was one thing to have worked for five and a half years for
Warren Howell; it was another thing to have collected my
library on Darwin and history of evolution in the nineteenth
century; and it was still another thing to go into business for
myself. I really didn’t know what to expect when I started
my business. As it happened, my shop was successful from the
beginning. The initial rent on the second floor next to Howell’s
Union Square location was only $200 per month, and I hired
an inexperienced young secretary/assistant whom I believe I
may have paid only about $450 per month when we started. My
initial goal was to sell $10,000 worth of rare books per month,
and I believe that we achieved that modest goal within a few
months of opening for business. In the introduction to the
first catalogue, which I reread in preparation for this lecture, I
announced that intended to offer my evolution library for sale
as early as 1971. And I was not modest in touting it, as these
portions of the catalogue introduction state:
”We are now preparing for sale a collection of more than one
thousand old and rare books, manuscripts, and portraits documenting the history of evolution from the early seventeenth
century to about 1920.…
“While the history of evolution most readily connotes the name
‘Charles Darwin,’ study of Darwin’s work within its historical
context reveals that Darwin’s great contribution was to make a
centuries-old ‘underground’ concept acceptable to the scientific
community by cogently arguing for the existence of a viable
mechanism—natural selection—by which new species are created over vastly extended periods of time….
“What may be most interesting about the collection is that it
documents both sides of this controversial issue during its historical development…
I ended with the usual “Further information is available on
request.”
As I recall, no customer expressed a serious interest in the collection. We did not receive a single inquiry. But what surprises
me after all these years was how advanced the collection already
was. In any case, we were doing more than enough business selling other books, so I did not offer the collection for sale; instead
I continued to add to it. I did offer duplicates for sale, however:
Item 90 in Catalogue 1 was Darwin’s Descent of Man, first edition, first issue, slightly rubbed but a fine set for $175 (current
value perhaps 40 or 50x). Item 91 was Darwin’s Variation of Plants and Animals under Domestication, first edition,
first issue, a fine set $125 (current value perhaps 20x).
Business went so well that I did not have time or feel the need to issue another catalogue until four years later,
in 1975, and before then I got very lucky. I am a great believer that luck is a major contributor to success, and
that is especially so for collectors and dealers in rare book and manuscripts; I have often been very lucky.
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One day, out of the blue, I received a telephone call from someone who identified himself as a representative of
the estate of Paul B.Victorius. From him I learned that Victorius, a print and framing shop owner in Charlottesville,Virginia, had been a pioneer Darwin collector. The representative, whose name escapes me, explained
that the estate had a large Darwin collection for sale.Victorius had been a collector of Darwin in the 1940s and
1950s, long before it became fashionable. As soon as I could I traveled to Charlottesville, and bought one of the
most remarkable collections of my entire career. It was the residue of one of the largest and most significant
Darwin collections ever formed, some of which Victorius had sold to the University of Virginia before he died.
As I recall, it contained two copies of Darwin’s first pamphlet, the Letters to Henslow, one of which was
inscribed by Henslow, and as many as ten copies, each in the original printed wrappers, uncut, of the Darwin-Wallace papers of 1858. But there were many other items, including about 20 copies of the first edition of
Darwin’s Descent of Man and presentation copies of some of Darwin’s works; usually if there was one copy of
anything in the collection, there was more than one. There were also two or three copies of the first edition of
On the Origin of Species, and as I recall there were two copies of James Hutton’s Theory of the Earth. Hutton was
the founder of the uniformitarian theory in geology, and one of the scientists written about by Loren Eiseley.
One of my favorite items in the Victorius purchase, though by no means the most valuable, was a long autograph letter by Richard Owen, notorious to Darwin collectors as one of Darwin’s most significant opponents.
In this letter Owen, who outlived Darwin, had grown to appreciate Darwin’s significance after Darwin’s death;
he called Darwin “the Copernicus of Biology” and recommended that Darwin be buried in Westminster Abbey,
where Darwin’s body is preserved today. The best of these items I added to my own collection, greatly improving it, but leaving perhaps a couple of hundred Darwin items that I could sell.
As I recall, I offered about $14,000, possibly even less, for this incredible Darwin collection, thinking it had to
be worth quite a few times that. After my offer was accepted, to my surprise the representative of Victorius’s
estate told me that I could have purchased the collection for even less! That may have been the only time I
received such gratuitous advice after a purchase.
As much as that purchase was a great victory at the time, I am reminded of what I left behind in Charlottesville. Besides the fantastic Darwin collection, the Victorius estate had another collection to sell: a whole
warehouse of prints—roughly 100,000 antique decorative and historical prints that could be purchased for
$100,000. Realistically this was probably a rock bottom price for a million dollars’ worth of prints, even at that
time. But prints were not my primary interest, and I had no idea what to do with so many prints. And where
would I put them all even if I could have come up with the money?
The idea of wholesaling a lot of the prints to other dealers, or bringing in other dealers to divide up the purchase, simply did not occur
to me at the time, so I never even took a look at that warehouse.
Years later I learned that besides the prints someone bought a locked
antique desk from Victorius’s estate, and when they opened it upon
receipt they found $1,000,000 worth of old master prints inside the
desk. So, whenever I get too proud of myself I remember how happy
I was with that great Darwin purchase, but also remind myself of how
much I overlooked at the time.
After purchasing the Paul B.Victorius Darwin collection we included
around twenty Darwin items in our second catalogue, issued in 1975.
The illustration at right shows the cover of my second catalogue—
kind of related to the first catalogue you saw earlier, except I thought
it was pretty cool to face the Vesalian muscleman with a Chinese
acupuncture woodcut from Cleyer’s 17th century European book on
Chinese medicine. The first catalogue I had designed and printed by
the fine San Francisco printer Jack Stauffacher; and although the cat5

alogue looked professional, in my youthful arrogance or ignorance, I thought I could dispense with a designer,
and save some money; the results, however, were just not the same! The lack of design skill is evident.
Both my first and second catalogues were printed letterpress at The Trade Pressroom in San Francisco, the last
of the commercial letterpress operations in the city. Soon after 1975 the Trade Pressroom closed, and their huge
letterpresses, weighing hundreds of tons, went to a landfill.
You will see that I pretty much paid for the whole Paul Victorius Darwin collection by selling items in that
Catalogue Two. Here is our description of the incredibly rare Letters to Henslow. I think I sold that one for
about $3500. Today it would be worth $100,000 or more. Next to that you see the full set of the H.M.S. Beagle
circumnavigation reports, of which Darwin’s Beagle journal comprises a volume, at $1500. Today it would be
worth around $50,000 or more.
I think there are several observations to be made in retrospect. In total, there are about 25 Darwin items in
this catalogue, and I simply incorporated them, without any fanfare, into a larger medical catalogue. This was
because at the time I did not regard them as especially remarkable. I had kept the best items in the Victorius
collection for myself. Darwin material then turned up regularly at reasonable prices—prices that were shockingly reasonable compared to the prices of today. Today if a group of Darwin items comparable to what I had
in that modest catalogue was available it would be considered a major find, and of course, the prices could be
20 to 50 to 100 times as much. An extreme example was just offered at the Oakland book fair: The three volumes of Darwin’s geological reports on the Beagle voyage, one of which was rebound, for $75,000.
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I would also comment that my placement of the images in the catalogue seems pretty dumb in retrospect. Look
at the image of the Tagliacozzi book on plastic surgery next to the Darwin items! I also found an image of the
cover of the Darwin-Wallace papers way in the back of the catalogue next to completely unrelated material.
In my defense, if there is any, this was a catalogue set in hot type on a Monotype machine and the images were
line cuts; the typesetting was very expensive, and changing anything was also costly, so I think I may have given
the cuts to the typesetters and asked them to place them, or something. I should add that at the time the book
business was very different from what it is today. There was a much greater supply in general, there were more
customers, and of course, prices were significantly lower relative to the cost of living. Therefore, more people
could afford to make significant collections, and some college professors could easily afford to collect all or
nearly all of Darwin’s works on a professor’s salary. This is definitely not true today.
There is a copy of the Darwin-Wallace papers for $2000. This would probably be worth $60,000 or so today.
Notice the copy of the first edition of On the Origin of Species. That was a nice copy, and it would be worth
about $100,000 to $150,000 now, an appreciation of up to 50 times. Related to this, I sold my first copy of the
1859 Origin for $1000, probably in 1971. At that time the book was considered common and some dealers had
several copies in stock at a time. In those days, it was also very easy to sell, and affordable to almost any science
collector. At $150,000 the book is affordable only to a few.
The next image shows the following page in the same catalogue: no fanfare, just a listing of major Darwin
items at prices that might seem incredible today, but it was only 42 years ago. That was certainly a long time in
the Darwin market.
There were so many duplicates of so many rare items in the Paul Victorius collection that even after I creamed
it for my own collection I was selling off material profitably for more than twenty years. I would estimate that
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the profit on this collection was around $200,000 or ten times or more than my cost. Probably we still have a
few minor items left after more than forty years, and it reinforced my position as a specialist in the history of
evolution, including Darwin.
In continuing to go through my old catalogues I notice that in 1980 we had the
opportunity to buy and sell no fewer than
82 Thomas Henry Huxley letters, many
illustrated. The selling price was only
$12,000.
The catalogue it was in, number eight,
entitled Twelve Manuscripts, contained
some of the best finds of my entire career,
but to discuss those would be to digress.
At this point I want to discuss my collection, much of which was dispersed in
December 1992, and then I will comment
on some more recent developments and
experiences with collecting the books and
manuscripts of Charles Darwin and his
contemporaries.
It is hard to accept how much time has passed, but by 1992 I had been buying, selling and collecting Darwin
and the history of evolution for around 30 years. As my business had grown my interests had expanded deeply
into the history of medicine and science. In 1991 I had issued the fifth edition of what was then the leading
bibliography of the history of medicine, “Garrison-Morton.”
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This then-standard reference work, which I expanded from around 7500 to around 8900 entries, sold around 2500
copies at $245 dollars each; I earned about $50,000 from that reference work. The website that I showed at the
beginning of this talk is my public service expansion of that book, with many new interactive bells and whistles.
In the same year, 1991, we also issued the bibliographical catalogue of my father’s library. This was a bibliography that I conceived, planned, and co-authored with my long-time associate Diana Hook. It took Diana and
me seven years to write that long catalogue.
Here is a picture of my father next to his introduction to the catalogue. Actually, I wrote both
his and my introductions; his introduction
reflects his viewpoint very accurately.
As much as I liked selling books I also like
writing bibliographies, and I have always been
conscious of the ephemeral nature of booksellers’
catalogues versus the more permanent attributes
of certain bibliographies if they become established as reference works.
In 1991 I had young children and I bought a
bigger house, and in view of the cash involved
in that transaction, felt that I needed to recoup
some liquidity. There was also the excitement of
the young family looking toward the future, versus the feeling that the Darwin and evolution collection was
out of my childhood and my past. So, I decided to offer my collection at auction at Sotheby’s
Taking my inspiration from Loren Eiseley’s book of that title, I called my collection “Darwin’s Century,” and I
contributed a long introduction to the catalogue which I believe is still worth reading (a digital version of the
catalogue can be found on our historyofscience.com website). The photograph of Darwin on the cover is a
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famous one by Julia Margaret Cameron. It did not sell in the auction; I sold it to a private collector a few years
later. Note the fine bright condition of the copies. In those days, it was possible to be very particular and I kept
upgrading my copies.
Inevitably I had some seller’s remorse after the sale, partly because only about half of the books sold. In retrospect, of course, virtually every price in the auction was a bargain, but I got around half of the books back, and
I sold those individually over the next five years or so, sometimes at higher prices than had been estimated in
the catalogue. From the economic standpoint, I had purchased the books at such low prices that the items sold
in the auction typically sold for about ten times my cost. The seller’s regret is that a lot of those items are now
worth ten times the prices for which I sold them.
From the table of contents, you can see roughly how the auctioneers presented the collection. And I wrote a
fairly long introduction for the auction catalogue (large file).
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Item 92 in the sale, which is illustrated in the catalogue, contains some unusual information about the publication of Darwin’s three-volume series of volumes on the geology of the Beagle voyage.
First we learn that Darwin paid for the publication, and that 500 copies each of The Structure and Distribution
of Coral Reefs and Geological Observations on the Volcanic Islands were issued; we also learn that by 1846 only 216
copies of Coral Reefs and 143 copies of Volcanic Islands had sold. Perhaps more significantly, we learn why the
last volume of the series, Geological Observations on South America, is so much scarcer than the first two: Darwin
suggests here that only 350 copies of the last volume should be printed due to the mediocre sales of the first
two volumes. This does confirm experience over the years that the last volume of the series is by far the hardest
to find. After initial sales the publisher must have had a fair number left over since they later collected all the
first editions into a remainder volume.
The letter also raises another question: Did Darwin pay for the very fancy, beautiful and expensive Zoology of
the Beagle? That set was issued by the same publisher at the same time. The letter would imply that Darwin did
underwrite the cost of the more expensive set, and if so, we are left with the conclusion that coming from a
wealthy family did have its advantages in the early part of Darwin’s scientific career, before the publication of
On the Origin of Species. Many people have drawn attention to the economic contrast between Darwin and the
co-discoverer of natural selection, Alfred Russel Wallace, who came from a comparatively poor, working class
family.
Continuing through the auction catalogue, here is one of my favorite portraits of Darwin (next page, top right).
I have only owned one copy of the original of this print in more than fifty years. It is the only large format
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lithographed portrait of Darwin published before he reached old age. Parenthetically, when I was young I disliked the portraits of Darwin with the long gray beard, which are so often seen. Naturally, as I have grown older
my taste for those older portraits of Darwin has increased.
Item 110 in the sale (top right) was a leaf from the original manuscript of On the Origin of Species. This leaf
concerned both creation and natural selection. I doubt if a more significant leaf of On the Origin of Species has
appeared for sale since. Perhaps some of you know that
Darwin was not possessive or protective of his autograph
manuscripts after a book was published, and manuscripts of
his works were distributed around his house and sometimes
doodled on by his children, so 30 or 40 years ago individual
sheets tended to turn up. Another point to keep in mind
here is that in the 1970s and1980s several pages of Darwin’s
manuscript of On the Origin of Species came on the market
through the late dealer Eric Korn, who had some contacts
with members of the Darwin family. It was hard to know at
the time, but those were for the most part the last to appear
on the market. Those that have appeared since then are
basically the same leaves being recycled.
The next slide (bottom) is an incredible letter in which
Darwin defined the meaning of natural selection. I have
never heard of a more significant letter by Darwin being
sold.
And the next slide (facing page, left) is a set of Hallam’s
book on the history of literature in Europe, with Darwin’s
signature and notes. Note the very early version of Darwin’s
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signature. Remarkably, this set
had been de-accessioned by
a library, and passed into the
hands of Eric Korn before I
could buy it from him. I doubt
if any self-respecting library
would de-accession a book
from Charles Darwin’s library
today.
The next slide (top right) is one
of the more unusual anti-Darwinian works that I owned.
Like all the anti-Darwinian
material it did not sell for much
money and was sold in a lot, but
it is very interesting. If there is a
point to be made here it is that
collecting the opposition works
can be done very reasonably,
and in some ways, they are just
as interesting historically as the
great scientific works; however, the collecting
market concentrates only on the great positive
contributions rather than the contextual works
of the time.
The next slide (middle) shows a particularly
significant Huxley letter that I owned. This
letter concerned Huxley’s discovery of the
relationship between the anatomy of birds and
dinosaurs. In this letter Huxley recorded his
discovery, based on comparison of the bone
anatomy of modern birds with the fossil bones
of dinosaurs, that the birds we know today are
the descendants of dinosaurs. This was a situation where I had purchased the letter without
understanding its full historical significance, and
in this case the auctioneers actually pointed out
the significance of the letter rather than missing
it, as they sometimes do.
To go with that great Huxley letter, I also had a self-portrait drawn by Huxley
(lower right).
Finally, I would like to draw your attention, for the second time, to what remains
one of my favorite items in the collection, as I recall it: The letter written by
Darwin’s most capable scientific opponent, Richard Owen, to Spencer Walpole, a
member of Parliament, recommending Darwin for burial in Westminster Abbey
(next page, top). It shows that Owen, who outlived Darwin, appreciated Darwin’s
achievements later in life. In the letter Owen called Darwin “our British Copernicus of Biology.”
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Below left are some very rare photographs of figures in Darwin’s century that remain in my collection today. In the first
row are two photographs of Darwin; the middle row shows
Huxley (left) and geologist Charles Lyell (right); the bottom
row shows naturalists Philip Gosse (left) and Richard Owen
(right).
As a dealer, I am expected to be an expert on the pricing of
books, so let’s take a look at some of the auction records for
the first edition of On the Origin of Species:
The website Rare Book Hub now offers auction records on
books going back into the 19th century. Recent records for
the first edition of the Origin show auction prices ranging
between $25,000 and $298,000 in 2015 and 2016.
It appears that the Origin may not have been sold at auction
until the 1930s. Rare Book Hub’s earliest records for the first
edition show copies auctioning for between 12 and 38 GBP
in 1931 and 1934. From old dealer’s catalogues, which I saw
in the past, I noted that dealers like Bernard Quaritch were
offering the first edition of the Origin for nominal prices of
say 5 GBP or less around 1900, reflecting that the subject was
not fashionable to collect so close in time to the Darwinian
revolution in biology. There have been 153 recorded auction
sales of the Origin since the 1930s. This is probably greater
than any other classic in science. This exceptionally large
number of sales probably reflects the fame of the work, and
the fact that most of the 1250 copies of the first edition were
saved, either in libraries or private hands, leaving a significant number to sell and recycle through the marketplace.
The book remains, I believe, the most widely known and
appreciated first edition in the entire history of science. As
a result, every collector wants to own it, and if this trend
continues, we will in time see even higher prices for it than
we see today. Whether this trend will continue for other
writings by Darwin is less clear. Supply of many is very
limited, and because the prices are at very high levels, it
is possible that the prices of some might level off or even
decline. There is no law of nature that book prices must
always go up, though many antiquarian booksellers would
like to promote that mythology.
And now, in keeping with the title of my talk, A Collector’s
Evolution, I would like to talk about my Darwin-related
projects, as they have evolved over the past more than fifty
years.
First here are screenshots of the online version of Morton’s Medical Bibliography, or Garrison-Morton, which last
appeared in book form in 1991. For the past year or so
I have been editing and expanding this as an interactive
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annotated bibliography online (www.historyofmedicine.com). Darwin and evolution and biology form a major
component of this very large online bibliography, which links to other online references and to digital facsimiles of many books and papers. As I mentioned earlier in this talk, I regard this huge online bibliography as a
process of collecting and organizing information, including bibliographical citations and links to digital facsimiles of books and scientific papers, when possible.
Relating more directly to physical books, if we go back to the auction catalogue of my Darwin’s Century
Library in 1992, we find that I included the following statement in my introduction.
“While many others have collected first editions of Charles Darwin, I believe that I was one of the first collectors to form a private library around the theme of the history of evolution in general. I was also one of the first
to form a sub-collection on human prehistory, or the antiquity of man. I was able to find first editions of works
on such notable fossils finds as Neanderthal Man, Pithecanthropus Erectus, and even the historic hoax, Piltdown Man. Prior to Neanderthal Man there were other discoveries of human fossils recorded in such memorable books as the color-plate atlas by Esper and the very rare treatise by Schmerling. This subject is a relatively
new field in collecting but one of great interest.”
As it turned out, few shared my interest in the classics of what came to be called human origins, and when
most of those items came back from the auction unsold I set them aside. The handful of other human origins
related material that was bought in at the auction was the beginnings of a collection, but for years it was very
difficult to add to it because science dealers were not interested in the topic. Almost no one offered anything
on the subject for sale in a catalogue, of if they did, it was always pretty much the same thing: Darwin’s Descent
of Man, Boucher de Perthes’ three-volume set, sometimes Charles Lyell’s Antiquity of Man, etc.
Then came the Internet.
By 2005, after reading every reference work on the subject that I could find and scouring the Internet, I had
assembled a collection on what I then called Discovery of the Stone Age, as the collection of books and manuscripts was mainly on human fossils as from the Paleolithic as they were discovered in the 19th century. When
Diana Hook and I drafted this text in 2005 I had 288 items, including many very remarkable inscribed books,
association copies, letters and manuscripts. Since then the collection has grown to around 2500 items, including
books, pamphlets, hundreds of letters, and even manuscripts of a few complete books, in one case showing how
the book was revised and expanded through three editions. This collection is very comprehensive for the history of human physical anthropology and Paleolithic art, especially in the 19th and first half of the 20th century;
it is, I believe, the most in depth collection on a significant scientific subject formed by an individual during
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the past 50 years or more. So, my goal here is to issue an annotated descriptive bibliography, organized chronologically so the annotations to the publications will tell a story. Hopefully Diana Hook and I will get this book
done in the next two or three years. The current working title is Discovery of Human Origins. It is likely to be a
two-volume set.
In the beginning of this lecture I mentioned that large collections often start with one purchase, sometimes one
book, and I said that I no longer remember the first purchase that got me started collecting Darwin and evolution. Perhaps there was no single book; perhaps the real impetus was reading Eiseley’s Darwin’s Century. With
respect to my Human Origins collection I truly can trace it back to one book that I purchased from Richard
Gurney in the 1960s. For some reason, when I consigned my Darwin’s Century collection to Sotheby’s I held
back one book. I am not sure why; partly it was an unsolved mystery, I was intrigued by it but didn’t understand it, and I knew that it wouldn’t sell for much at the time.
The volume that I couldn’t bring myself to part with was a volume of miscellaneous early pamphlets assembled
by an English newspaper publisher named James Wyatt in the 1860s. This volume intrigued me sufficiently that
even though I did not understand it at the time I decided to set it aside, and not include it in the auction sale.
This unique volume of thirty pamphlets and news clippings on prehistory was formed by Wyatt from 1860 to
1864. On the flyleaf of this volume Wyatt had written a note that would intrigue any collector: “These pamphlets are very scarce. They are all presentation copies from the authors.” This volume, poetically entitled “The
Drift” on its spine, captured my imagination. “Drift” was a Victorian term for alluvial deposits, in which flint
implements were sometimes found. So, even though I parted with my Darwin’s Century collection I kept the
seed of my present Discovery of Human Origins library.
In 1974 Howard Gruber published a volume called Darwin on Man: A Psychological study of Scientific Creativity.
This contained the first publication of two very significant manuscript notebooks by Darwin written in 1837.
These notebooks, which the authors supplemented with notes and commentary, provided the earliest available insight into the origins of Darwin’s views on human and comparative psychology. Some of the ideas they
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recorded were later developed in The Descent of Man and The
Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals. Also, the notebooks
prove something that Darwin never publicly admitted: The belief
that man and the great apes descended from a common ancestor
was the core of his theory of human evolution as early as 1837.
Furthermore, the notebooks show that Darwin recognized the
relationship between animal and human sexual behavior during
the height of Victorian prudery. No wonder he never developed
in print such theories as “Our descent, then is the origin of our
evil passions!!− The Devil under form of Baboon is our grandfather!” (M. Notebook, p. 123).
In the Descent of Man Darwin also predicted that because of the
population of anthropoid apes on that continent man’s ancestors
would be found in Africa. Though he never wrote much about
human origins himself I think Darwin would have been interested in my human origins library if he were alive today.
Within The Discovery of Human Origins is a certain amount of
material by Darwin, Wallace, Huxley, Lyell, and other actors and
contributors to the theory of evolution in the 19th century. Also
in that library are works by scientists and amateurs who collected
artifacts such as flint instruments or even human fossils but did
not necessarily subscribe to the theory of evolution by natural selection. In much of the 19th century the study of physical
anthropology was quite distinct and somewhat parallel to research
on the theory of evolution. To me, collecting the story of the
discovery of human origins, the history of physical anthropology
such as the early fossil finds of the Neanderthals, the Australopithecines, and other hominins, and recording the opposing side of
the arguments, better reflects the development of scientific evidence and its interpretation, as it occurred. From more than fifty
years in the book business I know that most collectors only focus
on the side of the scientific argument that they support—the
Darwinian side—and this concentration has driven up the prices
of Darwin first editions and the few Darwin letters in private
hands to the level they have reached today. This pattern has been
true for as long as I can remember. It has been true even though
the opposition can be just as interesting, but for different reasons,
and of course the opposition always sells for a fraction of the
price.
Here are a couple more items relating to human origins that I
retained. At the top is the only poster I have ever seen that refers
to the missing link concept. I believe that this poster dates from the 1830s, around the time that Darwin became
interested in the relationship of man to the great apes.
Below that is a cartoon published probably around 1870 or so caricaturing the widespread misconception that
Darwin argued that humans are descended from present-day apes. As we know, Darwin believed that we are
descended from species of apes or hominins that became extinct long ago. Since Darwin’s time the fossil record
has enabled us to continue to fill in the predecessors of Homo in our evolutionary chain.
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As I reflect on my memories that go back at least 55 years, I remember how, influenced by Loren Eiseley, and
other historians of the time, I decided to collect the history of the evolution controversy, with Darwin and
its center, but including the other major figures, and the religious and scientific opposition to the theory of
evolution by natural selection. Little did I know then that the debates that sparked so much controversy in the
nineteenth century, and were so well-publicized in cases like the Scopes trial in the 1920s, but seemed for the
most part to have been resolved in the 1960s, would still be raging in our political discourse today.
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